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Ordinal Numbers1717 11-- First to Fifth

1 　Circle the third rabbit from the front.

2 　Circle the first bus from the front.

3 　Circle the fifth chicken from the front.

Circle the second car from the front.

Circle the second helicopter from the back.

ExampleExample 11

ExampleExample 22
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4 　Circle the second dog from the back.

5 　Circle the fourth truck from the back.

 6 　Circle the third airplane 
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　from the top.

 

 7 　Circle the fourth book 
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　from the bottom.

Circle the second bear 
from the top.

Circle the second ballon
from the bottom.

ExampleExample 33

ExampleExample 44
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Ordinal Numbers
Sixth to Tenth1717 22--

1 　Circle the seventh ice cream cone from the left.

2 　Circle the nineth tree from the left.

3 　Circle the sixth eraser from the left.

4 　Circle the eighth house from the left.

Circle the seventh pencil from the left.ExampleExample 11

First Third Fourth Fifth Seventh Eighth NinthSixth TenthSecond
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5 　Circle the sixth book from the right.

6 　Circle the ninth butterfly from the right.

7 　Circle the eighth train from the right.

8 　Circle the seventh yacht from the right.

9 　Circle the fifth ant from the right.

Circle the seventh ball from the right.ExampleExample 22

FirstThird FourthFifthEighthNinth SixthSeventhTenth Second
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Ordinal Numbers
Ordinal Numbers to Tenth1717 33--

Dogs are lined up.  Count them from the front.
Connect the pictures and the numbers with a line.

ExampleExample

First Third Fourth Fifth seventh  eighthsixth Second

Third dog 

Third dog 

Seventh dog

Seventh dog

Fourth dog

Fourth dog

1 　Cactus plants are lined up.  Count them from the left.  
Connect the pictures and the numbers with a line.

Eighth cactus Second cactus Sixth cactus
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2 　Stationery is lined up.  Count them from the left.
Connect the pictures and the numbers with a line.

3 　Various cars are lined up.  Count them from the front.
Connect the pictures and the numbers with a line.

4 　The paintings are displayed. Count them from the right.
Connect the pictures and the numbers with a line.

First stationery Fifth stationery Ninth stationery

Sixth painting Seventh painting Third painting

Fourth car  Second car Seventh car
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Ordinal Numbers
Ordinal Numbers and How Many ⑴1717 44--

ExampleExample

1 　Cars are lined up in a row.

1 　Circle the fourth car from the front.

2 　Circle four cars from the front.

1 　Cars are lined up in a row.

1 　Circle the fourth car from the front.

2 　Circle four cars from the front.
One Three  Four FiveTwo 

First Third Fourth FifthSecond

1 　Chickens are lined up in a row.

1 　Circle the second chicken from the front.

2 　Circle two chickens from the front.
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2 　Circle the four books from
the top.

2 　Buses are lined up in a row.

1 　Circle the third bus from the back.

2 　Circle three buses from the back.

3 　Bears are lined up in a row.

1 　Circle the fifth bear from the left.

2 　Circle five bears from the left.

4 　There are several books.

1 　Circle the fourth book
from the top.
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Ordinal Numbers
Ordinal Numbers and How Many ⑵1717 55--

1 　The houses are built in a row.

1 　Circle the sixth house from the left.

2 　Circle six houses from the left.

2 　The butterflies are flying in a row.

1 　Circle the ninth butterflies from the left.

2 　Circle the nine butterflies from the left. 

3 　The trees are planted in a row.

1 　Circle the seventh tree from the left.

2 　Circle seven trees from the left.
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4 　Ants are marching in a row.

1 　Circle the eighth ant from the front.

2 　Circle eight ants from the front.

5 　Yachts are sailing in a row.

1 　Circle the tenth yacht from the right.

2 　Circle ten yachts from the right.

6 　Fish are swimming in a row.

1 　Circle the sixth fish from the back.

2 　Circle six fish from the back.

Pay attention 
to this word!

Pay attention to this 
word!

Pay attention 
to this word!
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Ordinal Numbers
Review1717 66--

1 　Various fruits are lined up in a row. 

1 　Count them from the left.  Circle the fifth fruit.

2 　Count them from the right.  Circle the sixth fruit.

2 　Various cupcakes are lined up.  

1 　Count them from the left.  Circle the fourth cupcake.

2 　Count them from the right.  Circle the third cupcake. 

3 　Various insects are lined up.

1 　Count them from the front.  Circle the second insect.

2 　 Count them from the back.  Circle the eighth insect.
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4 　There are cars in a row. 

1 　Count them from the front.  Circle the fourth car.

2 　Count them from the front.  Circle four cars.

5 　Balloons are flying in a row.  

1 　Count them from the right.  Circle the fifth balloon.

2 　Count them from the right.  Circle five balloons.

6 　Turtles are lined up in a row.  

1 　Count them from the back.  Circle the seventh turtle.

2 　Count them from the back.  Circle seven turtles.
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